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 I'm the co-founder of Twelvefold (https://twelvefold.ai), an 

AI start-up studio, where I manage a portfolio of MLOps 

and Generative AI companies with entrepreneurs. I'm also 

the CEO of Censius, an AI Observability platform that helps 

to optimize AI models' real-world performance

 I have closely worked with customers across industry 

verticals, AI teams, and research projects to build reliable 

and compliant AI solutions to solve everyday business 

problems and scale models at productio

 Connect with me on Twitter and LinkedIn @ayushpatelxyz

https://twelvefold.ai/


Agenda
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What's in the Blueprint of USA's AI Bill of Rights and its implications

Key issues in the opacity of ML models

Strategies to stay on par with the evolving AI laws and establish Responsible AI (RAI)

About Censius



Evolution of AI regulations at a global scale
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In 2022, President Joe Biden 
unveiled a new AI Bill of Rights

USA

Aimed to introduce a common 
regulatory and legal framework for 

artificial intelligence

EU

Released three AI acts as a 
holistic package of legislation for 

trust and privacy

Canada

To ensure that AI is always 
under human control, and is not 

endangering public safety

China



Under the lens:

The Blueprint of USA's 


AI Bill of Rights 
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Overview of The Blueprint 
of USA's AI Bill of Rights
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Covers five guiding principles for automated systems to 
meaningfully impact the public's rights, opportunities, or access 

to critical needs; is currently a non-binding set of guidelines

Trustworthy AI 
Principles

Provide 
Algorithmic 

Discrimination 
Protections

Ensure timely 
Human Alternatives, 
Consideration, and 

Fallback

Provide Notice & 
Explanation

Ensure Safe 
and Effective 

Systems

Maintain Data 
Privacy



Why now?
Case in point: Boom of Generative AI and LLMs
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Google Bard

DeepMind



Why now?
Case in point: Boom of Generative AI and LLMs
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Risk of inaccurate of fabricated 
details

On average, most generative models 
are truthful only 25% of the time, 
according to the TruthfulQA 
benchmark test
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TruthfulQA multiple-choice task: truthful and 
informative answers by model
(Source: Stanford University Artificial Intelligence Index Report 2022)
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https://aiindex.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022-AI-Index-Report_Master.pdf


Why now?
Case in point: Boom of Generative AI and LLMs
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Ethical concerns

Increased risk of generating false, biased, and unrealistic outputs
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Civil rights, civil 
liberties, and privacy

including freedom of speech, 

voting, and protections from 

discrimination, excessive 

punishment, unlawful 

surveillance, and violations of 

privacy

Equal opportunities

including equitable access to 

education, housing, credit, 

employment, and other 

programs

Access to critical 
resources or services

Such as healthcare, financial 

services, safety, social services, 

non-deceptive information about 

goods and services, and 

government benefits

How the new AI Bill of Rights is designed 
to protect end-users
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Key challenges in the opacity of ML models

Garbage in, garbage out

Model bias

Models are prone to drift

Zero traceability



Garbage in, garbage out
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Data can come with a lot of baggage such as: Implication

 Stale, inaccurate, incomplete, or incorrect dat

 Sampling error

 Model drift

 Limited visibility into model performance healt

 Legacy software dependency leading to siloed 
collaboration and delayed error resolution

 Faulty input data can lead to incorrect 

output, driving misinformed and possibly 

harmful decisions

 The more data you receive, the more it 

costs to manage and clean it

Implication



Model bias
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Implication

 Revenue los

 Lost customer trus

 Negative publicity

 Risk of gender prejudice, racial bias, age 

discrimination, and recruiting inequality

Data bias

Human bias

Algorithmic bias

Implication



Models are prone to drift
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Data drift

Concept drift

Upstream data changes

Spam detection model

AI in the real-world 



Zero traceability
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Challenges in the absence of model traceability



Framework for assessing AI risk
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Outline Measure & compare Optimize  Monitor & build 
explainable systems 



Strategies to stay 
on par with evolving 

AI regulations
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Strategy for building Responsible AI (RAI)
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Implement data governance



Lean towards interpretability and explainability tools



Maintain human oversight



Ensure provision of information to users



Maintain accuracy, robustness, and security



Optimize documentation and reporting activities




Implement data governance
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Lean towards AI explainability
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Violation Datapoints
Based on influence on output for the chosen datapoint

# Annual Income Credit Score Monthly Debt Annual Income Credit Score

1 45904 875 3200 37500 844

2 92771 194 3200 37500 844

3 20079 114 3200 37500 844

4 3398 157 3200 37500 844

5 74875 115 3200 37500 844

6 23340 246 3200 37500 844

Explain

Explain

Prediction
Based on influence on output for the chosen datapoint

ID

AQQ123
Value

322.5
Model Type

Drift Prediction
Time

Wed, June 01, 2022 05:30:00 AM

Feature Importance Bar Waterfall Sort by
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Body Feature 2
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- 41

- 21
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- 21

+ 68

+ 46

+ 34

+ 21

+ 21

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

SHAP Value (Impact on Model Output)



Maintain Human Oversight
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Build and maintain a button that 

stops operations if overseer 

detects risk

Monitor for signs of anomalies, 

dysfunctions, & unexpected 

performance

Adopt Explainability tools that 

offer root cause analysis 

widgets and provides reports for 

stakeholder alignment



Ensure provision of information to users
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4Cs
Concise, Complete, Correct, Clear

System Information 

Characteristics

Relevant

Accessible Comprehensible



Maintain security and compliance 
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Optimize documentation and reporting activities
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Dedicated Resources

Automated Logging Capabilities

Stay on top of model health reports



It's a wrap.

Checklist to ensure adherence to new AI laws
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Logging

Documentation and 
reporting

Performance Analysis

Monitor

Root cause analysis

Explain

Troubleshoot

Debug



About


Censius



A single platform for delivering

enterprise level observability at scale.
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Deploy

Record traffic and metadata

Compare challenger and champion

models on performance and bias

Monitor

Observe performance, drift, outliers

Compare challenger and champion

models on performance and bias

Validate

Ingest model, explain performance

Discover slices of low performance

Create model dashboards and reports
Analyze

Root-cause performance issues

Slice & dice prediction log data

Train

Log training and test datasets

Check for bias and feature quality Improve

Collate insights to address data or

training gaps



Censius Tech Stack
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API

Dataflow 
Automation

P r e f e c t

Feature 
Engineering

D a s k

Feature

Store

F e a s t

Model

Training

J u p y t e r

 A/B Testin
 Model Versionin
 Experiment 

Tracking

Model

Serving

S e l d o n

Model Monitoring

C e n s i u s  M o n i t o r i n g

Feedback loop 

Continuous Improvement

Cloud Data

Storage

Custom Data

Sources



Thanks

censius.ai twelvefold.ai ayush@twelvefold.ai


